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INTUITION-AUDITOR'S TOOL?
By DAISY LAMBERTI, San Diego Chapter ASWA
Today, the theory of “automation” is concrete perceptions. When we deal with
common talk among industrialists and la the unusual or the unknown we tend to
bor leaders. Whole industries are being develop intuition. There was a time when
readied for a revision of production meth the mind of man did not perceive that two
ods. This revision, as accountants know, and two are four. Hence, speculative and
includes our own profession. The proc philosophic thought began the develop
esses of recording transactions upon ment of the magnificent mental creative
which accountants base reports and recom ness we have today. As soon as knowledge
mend changes to management are being becomes concrete, or static, the creative
mind uses it as a basis for reaching fur
gradually turned over to machines.
Are our present tools sufficient to deal ther into the unknown. Philosophical en
quiry today will tend to creative activity.
with the new procedures ?
Thomas Taylor in his book, The Theo
According to the first general standard
for auditing as set forth by the Committee retic Arithmatic of the Pythagoreans, gives
on Auditing Procedure of the American us much food for intuitive thought. We
Institute of Accountants, the examination may or may not agree with this sage of
is to be performed by a person or persons numbers, born in 1758 and called the
having adequate technical training and “Modern Plato.” The monad he says is
proficiency as an auditor. But, an auditor “evenly-odd,” for being added to the odd,
must have something besides technical it makes it even; and being added to the
training. He needs something even beyond even, it makes it odd. It has other pecul
good judgment. He must have the ability iar properties, in that unity produces more
to sense the unusual in otherwise perfect by addition than by multiplication, which
is opposite to other numbers. He defines
figures.
How is such a trait acquired? It cannot the figure one as signifying a privation
become operative until all the techniques of multitude.
Such terms as evenly-even, evenly-odd,
and procedures have been mastered. These
techniques and procedures can be learned and oddly-odd, make numbers come alive,
from books, schools and fellow workers. like the personification of inanimate objects
Good judgment comes to a great extent by the ancient Greeks. The evenly-even
from the experience gained in using these numbers are those that may be divided
basic auditing principles. The finer facul into two equal parts, and each part in
ties of judgment and an intuitive knowl turn into equal parts until indivisible
edge of figures must be acquired from ad unity is reached. The fascination of study
ditional research in the chosen profession. ing the sameness of numbers and the dif
A professor from one of our local col ferences of numbers opens up vistas of
leges, speaking before one of our chapter imaginative thought.
There are other books provocative of
meetings, emphasized the need for expan
sion of the cultural interests of the ac philosophical and independent thinking.
countant inasmuch as machines are being There are other ways of turning our minds
built to compute even the most intricate into intuitive channels of expression. The
arithmetical calculations. This expansion important thing is realization of the im
of cultural interests would broaden the portance of this concept in our auditing
accountant’s outlook and give him a and accounting work.
greater mental awareness with which to
form a true judgment on the mechanical
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results of figures.
Mrs. Phyllis O’Hara, C.P.A. Mrs. O’Hara
How else to acquire the sense of aware
ness so vital to an auditor? Concrete and was editor of The Woman CPA for several
abstract thinking, alone, would neither years. She was an active member of the
create different and better mechanical New York and San Francisco Chapters of
means nor interpret them in the finest ASWA. In addition to her membership in
manner. Intuitive reasoning is necessary our two societies, she belonged to the Ameri
can Institute and the New York State So
at this stage.
When we deal with the known, we build ciety of CPA’s.
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